Hello, beloved hosts. Gentle Remider of land acknowledgement.

Dr. Sheila will be reading the land acknowledgement today. Thanks for the reminder, Dr. Hunt!

Is it just me or I can't hear well? Sounds like reception issue
A - Bradley Lane
I think we were hearing some interference with the President's audio. It wasn't just you.

Is that all of marine tech programs cause there are two different kinds?
A - Bradley Lane
it is for both programs at Seattle Maritime Academy-- Deck and Engineering both.

What is the last line under Seattle Central? The audio setting bar on Zoom is blocking it
This question has been answered live

Will prospective students be able to visit for a program specific tour during phase 2?
Small groups or 1:1
This question has been answered live

Does the college have a plan yet for opening in September and having to shut down because it's flu/covid season beginning in November?
This question has been answered live

Will PPE be provided to faculty and staff while they are on campus?
This question has been answered live

Higher ed guideline to "encourage remote work" contradicts the plan for SCC in phase 3 "most employees return to campus". Can you clarify, please?
This question has been answered live

Is there a hiring freeze for all positions, even though interviews has occurred?
This question has been answered live

Historically, enrollment increases when there is low employment at community colleges.
Would you please explain again why there is concern about budget when there is an expected increase in the number of students arriving to Seattle Central?
This question has been answered live
With the recent zoom bombings especially from 5/14 event. Are there protocols made now after several incidents and plans to make sure students and staff are safe for summer quarter given the recent incidents?
This question has been answered live
Anonymous Attendee 03:55 PM
Why are we using zoom and not MS teams? Especially on a tight budget
This question has been answered live